PARSEC Meeting Schedule
August 2005
Date:
Topic:
Location:

August 20th 2005 - 2 PM
Picnic
Indiana Grove, South Park

September 2005
Date:
Topic:
Location:

September 10th 2005 - 2 PM
Meet the Confluence Con Com
Additional Topic TBA
Carnegie Library, Squirrel Hill Branch

October 2005
Date:
Topic:
Location:

October 10th 2005 - 2 PM
TBA
Carnegie Library, Squirrel Hill Branch

Directions to the Picnic From Downtown Pittsburgh and North:
Take whatever route is most convenient to the Liberty Bridge and through the Liberty Tunnel.
Continue on West Liberty Boulevard to Mt. Lebanon and turn left onto Scott Road. Scott Road
become Castle Shannon Blvd. Make the sharp right turn onto Library Rd. (Rt 88). In Bethel Park,
turn left onto Stoltz Rd. Turn left onto Twil Hills Rd.. The shelter will be on the left.
Alternately, you can turn left onto Route 51 out of the Liberty Tunnel and then right onto Rt 88 in
Overbrook. This may actually be the faster route with fewer lights and traffic.
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Confluence Review Issue

View From the Top

The President’s Column - Kevin Geiselman
A few months back during a job interview, I was
asked a somewhat unexpected question; What boy
scout troop I had been in. I had written that I was an
Eagle Scout and one interviewer thought enough
about the honor to ask me more about it. And while
the points I earned for that weren't enough to land me
the job, it got me thinking about what questions I
might ask if I were doing a job interview. Surely,
there would be the questions relevant to the job, the kinds of things you would
get in any job interview, but I think there should be something a little out of the
ordinary. Not only something that could give me an insight into what kind of
person the interviewee is, but something they would not have scripted. (I myself
can't imagine rehearsing for an interview, reading flashcards to oneself in front
of a mirror, but I know some books recommend this.)
If you had super powers, what super power would you have?
Think about it. Would you be preternaturally strong? Perhaps you would be
nigh invulnerable. Able to climb walls. X-ray vision. Breathe under water.
Telekinesis. The possibilities are endless but you get to pick only one. What
would you choose?
Author John Hodgman did a survey of people with just such a question and
presented his results on NPR's This American Life. He narrowed it down somewhat asking which power would you choose; flight or invisibility. Many people
initially chose flight but, after considering the possibilities and ramifications
(such as jittery air traffic controllers and Air Force fighter jet intercepts) most
people changed their minds and settled on invisibility. It is a somewhat loaded
question as, in a world where super powers are non-existent or at least extremely rare, such a flamboyant exercise as flight would attract too much unwanted
attention and invisibility seems the safer bet.
Given all the super powers available, what would you choose in a world
where such a power would likely land you in a secret military installation?
Yeah, you'd probably choose something unobtrusive. But, if such a thing was
common enough for you not to be considered a national security threat while
still being rare enough to be considered special, what would you choose?
Then, the question that follows is: What you would do with your power?
“With great power comes great responsibility.” Sure, but would you use your
invisibility to infiltrate the Mafia or would you just sneak into the high school
girl's locker room? Would you use your x-ray vision to search for contraband
and bombs in luggage at the airport or would you use it to cheat at blackjack in
Vegas? Would you teleport people out of burning buildings or just rob banks? It
continued on page 10
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Parsec- continued from page 8

President, Kevin Riley brought the Pitt SF club to attend, which included John
Schmid, Mary Tabasko, Paul Rakow, and Henry Tjernlund. At the February
meeting, I asked the assembled members which of my campaign promises they
wanted fulfilled: They voted for a con of our own. Kevin Riley promised to get
us free space at Pitt, so we went to work, and in 1988 we held the first
Pittsburgh SF Conference (now Confluence) as a one day event at the Pitt
Student Union (formerly the Schenley Hotel). We had 88 attendees! So we
decided to do it again, the next year, for two days. Some of the more memorable meetings: One July anniversary meeting, we met at Barb and Roy's house,
where we held a joint wedding reception and PARSEC meeting.
My two year term expired, and Glenn Chambers took over as President,
with Kevin Riley as VP; Debbie stayed on as Treasurer, eventually to be succeeded by Mary Tabasko. We moved out of the West End, bringing our burgeoning library with us, to the Allengheny branch. For the third year at our Pitt
conference, we had a Guest of Honor: Jack Chalker came up from DC. We did
a survey, and the attendees overwhelmingly voted to go for a three day con at a
hotel, so in 1991, we held our fourth con -- but first Confluence -- at the Palace
Hotel in Monroeville. In 1991, we also did the paperwork to incorporate with
the State of Pennsylvania. And along about then, we developed a PARSEC
fanzine: our first issue had a story by John DeChancie, with artwork contributed
by Diana Harlan Stein.
We elected new officers: Lara Van Winkle, Charlie Riley, Heidi Pilewski,
Kira Heston, Randy Hoffman; all served as President. I ran again, with Bob
Melick as my VP. He decided the VP ought to do something, so he became the
Ice President: he bought the ice cooler we still use and brought it full of ice
each meeting. At some point, the Allegheny branch decided to start using their
back room, so they asked us to take our library away. Bob Melick volunteered
to house it until we found space: He still has the three bookcases and five
boxes of books! (There's more in my house too).
We met at the main branch of the Carnegie library in Oakland, and found
there was nowhere to park, except for the pay lot. Then we started meeting at
the Squirrel Hill branch of the Carnegie, and membership kept increasing. In
1995 we found the hotel in Mars, and in 1996 we had a our biggest and best
Confluence, with close to 400 attendees (and two editors: David Hartwell and
Gordon Van Gelder). In 1997, bad news: the Sheraton Mars (now Four Points
Sheraton Cranberry) had somehow mislaid our reservation and sold our space
out from under us. We frantically searched and came up with the downtown
Mariott (which had just stopped being a Hyatt). We didn't get all that walk-in
business everybody suggested was just waiting for public transportation, and we
got the scare of our lives when the city tried to make us pay amusement taxes.
In 1998 we talked with the Sheraton Mars, who told us we were too cheap: they
made two to three times as much from a wedding, as from our quiet con.
So we tried their suggestion: in 1998 we held the con in February. It wasn't
continued on page 7
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episode in which the crew lifted off from the Earth and experienced 15 g acceleration.
After that experience, several crew members had to have a smoke. Other highlights of
the episode were the entire crew having to go on a space walk to look around as, apparently, the space ship had no windows. The several crew members became unusually
testy and one or two members of the crew heard a strange music.
The second radio show sample was produced in the early 1980s (the era of Dr.
Who, and Blake Seven) and called Earthsearch. It was written by James Follett (Ken
Follett's brother). It is set in the far future and the story of a ship, named Challenger,
that was sent out to find other earth like planets. The ship is controlled by two computer
sentients, named Angel One and Angel Two, with ulterior motives. So far the computer
minds have been able to control the children (4 total) of the 2nd generation to be born on
the ship -- these are only survivors of a meteor impact which killed the adults in the
spaceship. Of course, there is one “freethinker” and the computer personalities are withholding information. In this episode the ship is heading back to Earth, but Earth is no
longer there, or is it?
The last radio show--what David terms the greatest radio show ever --was from the
‘70s --The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams. The BBC was initially
appalled by the play and scheduled the show in a time slot where they didn't think it
would last. In this first episode we meet Arthur Dent whose house is about to be
demolished for a highway construction project. But that's unimportant because, his
friend, Ford Prefect, knows that the Earth is about to be demolished for an interstellar
freeway.
David outlined a history of radio broadcasting and the start of the BBC in Great
Britain along with the strict control of broadcasting. In the 60s, the BBC purged their
archive and lost a lot of the old black and white Dr. Who’s and tv and radio shows.
Recordings of these have been salvaged from fans who taped the shows. Many of the
older Dr. Who shows only have sound recordings made by fans available. Even now
there are radio shows still being produced and broadcast on BBC radio. The bulk of the
radio shows that are produced now are mysteries although there are a few science fiction
shows.
The meeting wrapped up at about 4:30 pm.
Geis- continued from page 2

should come as no surprise that Hodgman's survey found that people would
most likely pull pranks, get rich and impress those of the opposite sex with their
powers rather than acting for the betterment of society.
Public service is risky. Friends and families are regularly put in peril simply by their proximity to superheroes. Spiderman is vilified in the press. The XMen face McCarthy-like assaults from the halls of congress. Batman has been
hunted as a vigilante. The Fantastic Four have been audited by the IRS. And
even without supervillians knocking down your door, it might just be smarter to
use your freeze power just to keep the beer cold during your July 4th picnic.
Maybe, just maybe, if we actually did have the power instead of merely
dreaming about the possibility, we would rise above our apprehensions and use
our powers for good. I'd like to think so. That is, after I hit it big in Vegas.
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Reviews
Books
Polaris
by Jack McDevitt
reviewed by Ann Cecil
Jack McDevitt fans know the mantra: Things are not as they seem. In this
book, even the main characters know it! The book starts with a very cool variation on the Marie Celeste mystery: a spaceship named Polaris, carrying a group
of high-powered intellects who were out viewing a stellar event, is found floating empty. There are no clues as to what happened to them; intense searches
turn up nothing.
Sixty years later, the government has finally given up on ever finding
answers and decides to turn the whole affair into a profit: They will open an
exhibit of the items found on the Polaris to the public, and after enough tickets
have been sold, auction the items off. Our hero, Alex Benedict, a dealer in
antiquities with a very large streak of curiosity and sharp instincts for "things
that don't fit" gets invited to an advance viewing and chance to buy some of the
remnants of the Polaris. In the middle of the opening party, everyone is cleared
out because of a bomb threat (that turns out to be all too real). Alex, demonstrating his bull-dog tenacity, manages to save his remnants and get out alive.
The treasures include personal items from the crew: The pilot's vest, her
cosmetic case, a book someone was reading, etc. The bomb completely
destroys the exhibit; the government and Alex assume the bombing was an
attack on a political guest, but soon Alex (and the reader) begins to suspect otherwise. Someone is approaching Alex's clients, the ones he sold the pilot's
relics to, and they aren't always polite. When Alex and his cohort/pilot/female
partner Chase start investigating, someone starts trying to kill them. Alex doesn't give up, and Chase is resourceful enough to save their lives in several really
nasty fixes.
The answers to the puzzle unfold gradually, logically; the end is a twist,
where the author follows his own logic to an inevitable conclusion, and yet …
At times the pacing seems a little slow (compared to the headlong rush of
previous McDevitt books), but all the apparent side trips turn out to matter in
the end. The most interesting device is the narrative voice: Chase Kolpath is
the narrator, which gives us a new and different view of Alex (Alex was the
narrator of A Talent for War, one of my all-time favorites). Other reviewers
mentioned their disappointment at seeing Alex in a less than positive light; I
didn't find that true. Just because Chase ascribes certain motives to him doesn't
mean they are all he feels or understands.
Highly Recommended.
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Confluence Reports

Where Were You When the Lights Went Out?

July Minutes
Hiedi Pilewski

by Ann Cecil
This year's Confluence, held at the Four Points Sheraton on July 15-17, had
an unexpected layer of suspense. At random times during the weekend, lights
in the dealers' room went out, and at least once electricity throughout the hotel
went out. The unusual effect was due to the construction being done on the
fourth floor of the hotel.
The construction contributed to some pre-con panic as well, since the hotel
had less rooms than usual, and was consequently 'sold out' before we'd even
filled our room block. John Schmid came to the rescue, and persuaded the
hotel to release more rooms, people were relieved, and we did in fact meet our
requirements.
Our total paid attendance was 203; we had 22 program participants plus 10
filk guests plus 2 additional guests for a total of 237. That's low. Our pre-reg
was high, our Friday weekend at-the-doors were normal, but our Saturday atthe-door traffic was way low. We don't know if that was a publicity failure (our
local newspaper reported that the con was being held in Blawnox), problems
with the website, lack of stellar guests, or just a reflection of the local depressed
economy.
Now for the good news: We had fun! The evening entertainment was
Dune: The Soft Rock Musical travesty, revised to fit in its time-slot, wellrehearsed and extremely well-performed. Tamora Pierce was a great Guest of
Honor, and Escape Key, the Featured Filkers, entertained with gusto.
The programming (both the panels and the filk concerts) suffered from
travel problems: both roads coming from DC and from Michigan were under
construction and delayed people. Filk concerts were shuffled and Confluence
attendees got a chance to hear the "Tom and Pete Show”, which was worth the
wait. Pete Grubbs is not only a great performer but also invaluable to the con,
providing the equipment that lets both the play and the filk concerts be heard.
Joe Giacoio returned for a concert slot, amazing us once again with his dexterity and his musical talent.
The Art Show had some beautiful (and moderately priced) items. The
panel nearest the door was completely sold out, and more items went to the
voice auction than last year. I gave in and bought one of Susan Dexter's Celtic
dolls, along with a few items that may show up in the PARSEC raffle.
Parts of Confluence were video-taped by David Brody, who promises to let
us all enjoy his video when he gets it assembled. He persuaded William Tenn
to do a reading of his minor masterwork, “On Venus Have We Got A Rabbi.”
Registration was efficiently run by Alexandra (Sasha) Riley using a badge
that said “Dyre, Lord Registrar.” The con suite was attractive, frequently full of
people eating and drinking (much drinking of soda because it was so hot), and

Parsec assembled at the Squirrel Hill Branch of the
Carnegie Library on July 9, 2005. Matt Urick donated two
SFBC hardcover books to the raffle table. The novelization of Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith by Matthew Stover
and Mystic Quest: Book Two of the Bronze Canticles by
Tracy and Laura Hickman. Meeting started at 2:05 PM.
Announcements:
• Website stuff: we own the domain parsec-sff.org, and it's up. Unfortunately, it
cost us more to get the parsec-sff.net to point to the same location. Kevin was either lied
to or "misinformed" about the price and ended up paying $45.00. We may move next
year but we are "masters of our domain" and it will take a short amount of time. We
now have three GB of space and Parsec members can use a portion of that for their own
websites.
• Henry has Confluence photos that can go up on the website.
• No treasurer's report because the treasurer is at Kennywood.
• Signup for staffing the Parsec table at Confluence was encouraged. The signup
sheets will also be available at registration.
• Confluence programming starts at 5 pm. Video programming starts at 4 pm.
Kevin listed some movies that will be featured in the video program.
• Next month's meeting is the third Saturday of the month and will be the annual
picnic held at the Indiana Pavilion in South Park. Directions will be posted on the website. Parsec supplies meat and buns and members bring side dishes, drinks, etc.
• Henry had a printer's proof of the Parsec 2006 calendar that will be available at
Confluence and there is a discount price when purchased at Confluence along with
Triangulations 2005. Autographing of the calendar and Triangulations will be held at 11
am at the Parsec table at Confluence in the dealer's room. Advance orders can be taken
today to be picked up at Confluence. It's a first edition, which means it's collectible.
Getting an early start on the 2007 calendar next year with a longer pre-sale price.
• There will be a special sale of the new Harry Potter book at Confluence Friday at
midnight.
Upcoming Movies: Fantastic Four, Batman, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
comes out next weekend. The Island is coming out. Kevin thinks it is a remake of a ‘70s
movie and mentioned the plot and was wondering if anyone remembers the old movie.
Sky High with Kurt Russell as a super hero. Stealth --wings on the Forbin project.
Raffle was held. Henry won the raffle and selected a print titled Kopan by Ralph
Ryan. Collected $17.00 in the raffle. Welcome to first time visitor: Arthur who is an
office mate of Greg Armstrong's.
David Brody's program on British Radio Shows started at 2:30 PM. David started
his presentation by noting that American radio shows faded away by the 50's and 60's
due to television. David proposed that radio shows didn't die but went to England and
the BBC. The first example of a BBC Radio Show that David played, was from the
early 50s entitled Journey into Space. The show was written and produced by Charles
Chilton. Journey into Space ran from 1953 to 55 and was the last radio show to draw a
bigger audience than TV shows of the time. We listened to the “Operation Luna”
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Parsec is 21
Ann Cecil

It was in 1984, a Saturday in July, in Crafton Heights. Barbara (not yet
Carlson) had invited everyone she knew to come by her house to help start a
new club in Pittsburgh: A science-fiction and fantasy club. I was there. We sat
in chairs on the patio out behind Barb's house, looking up at the garden. Julia
Ecklar sang songs; I remember her singing her filk for Gene Wolfe's Book of
the New Sun, among other things. Steve Morrisson and Robert Stockton and
Monica Cellio were there; Suzanne Motter and her then husband Francis, and
Larry DiGoia and June (who is now Robertson) and Rusty (who is now Kathy
Kucsmas). I think Debbie Ayres was there. I'm sure there were more people
there, four or five that I don't remember but Barb might, like the guy who volunteered to do our newsletter. We ate, of course. And we met again.
The rest of that year, we met in various people's houses. I didn't have a
house yet, but we met at Larry's fantastic half-underground house in
Murrysville, and Suzanne and Francis' small but pleasant house in Bloomfield.
It was Suzanne who decided we should have a club library, and started collecting donations of books. It wasn't until the next year (1985) that we started taking things seriously. We did by-laws; by then Barb had started dating Roy
Carlson, who mostly created our original set of by-laws. We elected Barb president, and Larry DiGoia Vice President, and me Treasurer. And we had dues:
$5 per person, that first year.
I bought a house, and in 1985 for the end of year meeting we had the very
first Christmas party. We still didn't have a name for our club. And by now,
Francis was doing our little two page newsletter on his Commodore 64, using
his dot-matrix printer. We re-elected Barb and Larry and me for the next year.
In 1986, we'd started to get large enough that we didn't fit very well in people's homes (except mine, but now I had Charlie and Sasha and there wasn't as
much room). So Barb found a friendly library (the West End branch of the
Carnegie Free Library), and in September of ‘86 we had SPEAKERS. A panel
of one of the local SFWA pros, plus one visitor. John DeChancie, John Alfred
Taylor, Lawrence C. Connolly, and Bob Leman came (Barbara Paul was the
local SFWA memer who opted out). DeChancie brought Tom Monteleone, who
was up from DC visiting him that weekend. Monteleone stole the show, making us all laugh like fools with his risqué stories about famous sf authors.
For Christmas that year, we held the party at my house (tradition!), and we
elected the next slate of officers. I was now President, Larry DiGoia stayed
Vice President (he was the first to figure out that the VP doesn't do much), and
Debbie Ayres was Treasurer. We argued some more about a name, though we
agreed on SIGMA for the newsletter (it stands for Science-fiction Interest
Group Monthly Activities, and of course Sigma is a summation sign in math).
I had actually written a campaign statement (really an editorial article in the
newsletter), and promised to do several things. At my first meeting as
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enjoyed by all. Greg Armstrong got help from Lara Van Winkle (BA with honors!), so he dressed up in his kilt and shirt with authentic footwear (bare feet)
and brought sodas to dealers, registration, and the video room staff.
Kaffee was klatsched with authors, with Mike Farb (who is now officially
Treasurer of the Confluence con-com) keeping it smooth. Panels were held,
people talked (in panels and out), dealers sold books and costumes and jewelry
and filk CDs) . Not only did a new Triangulation (2005) make its maiden
appearance, but we also have a beautiful PARSEC calendar for sale (and sold a
bunch at the con). We also sold out of the con t-shirt (in bright red with a cool
dragon design by William H. Keith).
Next year -- Save the date, July 28-30 - our Guest of Honor will be
Geoffrey Landis. We suspect that means Mary Turzillo will be here too (fingers
crossed).
by Barbara Carlson
Among the apparently inevitable problems (which were handled well, in
my opinion) at this year's conference, was the rather interesting problem the
hotel had with the electricity. The one good thing was that the outages didn't
last all that long. People were very understanding, browsed the dealer's room by
book light, and clustered by the windows in the restaurant. I know at least one
filk was “unplugged” but had a rousing finish when the power came back on.
The outages were rather crippling to the video room, at least until someone
(probably Geis) ran an extension cord across the way. The weird thing was how
only some of the power went out. It left one wall of the dealer's room illuminated, the elevators still worked, and some people, who were in their rooms or
elsewhere, never even knew the power had left us. In a sense, it added a little
mystery to the proceedings. It was fascinating to see computers still functioning
in the dark (they ran on batteries, Barb! Duh!), and I saw one mouse running
through a spectrum of psychelic colors. I would have never noticed if the lights
hadn't gone out.
I was involved with the play and was afraid the power would go out during
the performance. I told people to bring all the flashlights they could find (not
that it would have really worked all that well). I was just grateful not to have to
block via the Braille system! (I already parallel park that way.)
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Space Report
Henry Tjernlund

Its been a while since I wrote a space activity update. Lots has happened.
Most recently, the Saturn Cassini probe has made its closest flyby yet of
the icy moon Enceladus. Cassini came within 110 miles of the surface. This is
the second flyby of Enceladus. On the first flyby Cassini detected a thin atmosphere. Enceladus is one of the icy moons that may have a liquid ocean underneath its frozen surface.
A more distant flyby of the Saturn moon Hyperion was made a few weeks
previous. Hyperion is a small moon that has such weak self gravity that it may
not only have the spongy consistency of swiss cheese but may have large hollow regions inside of it. (Sounds like SF story material to me.)
Cassini's next close flyby will be of the moon Titan on August 22. A more
distant flyby (30,000 miles) of the moon Mimas will occur earlier in the month
on Aug 2. Then on September 7, Titan will get one of its closest flybys yet at a
distance of only 637 miles.
The NASA Deep Impact comet mission successfully collided the impactor
part of that probe into the comet Temple 2. The impactor returned great images
of the cratered dusty surface of that comet. The flyby part of the mission got
good pictures of the explosive impact itself which should give us good information on what materials really lies beneath the dusty surface of at least some
comets. Already there is commentary that the old standard description of
comets being “dirty snowballs” is not accurate and the new idea that comets are
“snowy dirt-balls” may be more accurate. Dust may be more a component of
some comets than ice.
Closer to home, relatively speaking, the Mars Exploration Rovers are still
at work. Rover Opportunity had been stuck for several weeks trying to cross a
foot high sand dune. It is free now and controllers at JPL are being more careful
where they remotely drive the robotic explorer. The Rover Spirit is still exploring near the summit of the Columbia Hills, the highest point near the Spirit
landing site.
The European Space Agency Mars orbiter Mars Express mission successfully deployed all three of its radar booms last month. This part of the mission
had been delayed as there was worry that the boom deployments could damage
other instruments. Now with the sub-surface ground sensing radar is operational
the Mars Express mission can continue with its explorations.
NASA is preparing its own new Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter for an
August 10 launch. The MRO will carry the most most powerful surface sensing
and ground penetrating radar instruments ever sent to another planet. Future
Mars missions are less certain and there have been reports of possible mission
date slippages and even cancellations in these tight war-budget years.
Back on Earth the Space Shuttle is still trying to return to launch status.
The last launch attempt was scrubbed with just 2 hours left in the countdown.
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The fault was with a fuel tank sensor that is still unresolved as of this writing.
Another launch attempt is expected by the time people get this Sigma.
The Chinese announced their next manned space mission to be launched in
late September or October this year. Their first human mission to orbit was two
years previous with one crew, Col. Yang Liwei, orbiting the Earth for just under
24 hours. This next human mission is to have 2 crew members on a flight to
last up to one week in orbit. China is only the third nation to achieve human
space flight, but its plans are ambitious and includes its own space station for
the next decade and a human landing on the Moon by 2020.
Parsec- continued from page 11

a complete disaster, but it was not a success. Many of our guests noticed that
the other side of the Sheraton parking lot holds a Days Inn, where the rack rate
is a good $20 cheaper than the "special convention" rate at the Sheraton. So
we didn't have a con in 1999.
Somewhere in between, Mary Soon Lee had moved to Pittsburgh and started the Worldwrights, a writing group for sf/f writers. She limited membership
to ten. The waiting list got longer and longer, so Diane Turnshek held a meeting at Borders, and got enough people to form two writing groups. Write or
Die (WorD) meets in Monroeville, with Diane as chief cheerleader and mentor;
SouthWrites meets in the South Hills with Ann Cecil as chief cheerleader and
mentor. Diane sold her first and second story to Analog, and her third to a coffee can, and is now a pro. Ann is still working on it.
We found the Airport Sheraton (in spite of the missing road signs), and
started up again in 2000 with another Confluence. JJ (James) J.Walton Jr. challenged the local writing groups to take their favorite fairy tale and rewrite it,
set in Pittsburgh. Six of us took him up on the challenge, and in 2000, he published Six From PARSEC as a chapbook. The next year, I published Parallax
Second Tales as a chapbook. In 2003, Diane Turnshek asked to be editor for
the annual (3rd) chapbook, and turned it into Triangulation, which is a trade
paperback. I stopped being President again, Kevin Hayes took over, and then
Kevin Geiselman. We continue to hold the con; in 2002 Diane Turnshek started
Alpha, and we finally had enough members to mail the newsletter with the bulk
mail permit (previously only used for Confluence mailers).
In 2004, we decided it was time to change our by-laws, and take into
account the expansion of Things We Were Doing. We set up a committee and
redid the by-laws in correct non-profit form; the membership passed them with
better than 65% of the paid (now over 100) members voting. As a side effect,
we started organizing the sub-groups and now the publishing group is called
PARSEC INK. For 2005, we expanded and published not only Triangulation
2005 but also the PARSEC calendar (many thanks to Karen and Henry and
Kevin H, and Bill Keith and Kira, among others). By the end of year we
should have our application in, and be ready, as a adult organization, to take on
even more and new activities!
Who knows -- maybe someday we'll even have that clubhouse -- or at least
a place to put the PARSEC library.
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